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Abstract: Microfluidic devices are used in a myriad of biomedical applications such as cancer
screening, drug testing, and point-of-care diagnostics. Three-dimensional (3D) printing offers a
low-cost, rapid prototyping, efficient fabrication method, as compared to the costly—in terms of time,
labor, and resources—traditional fabrication method of soft lithography of poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS). Various 3D printing methods are applicable, including fused deposition modeling,
stereolithography, and photopolymer inkjet printing. Additionally, several materials are available
that have low-viscosity in their raw form and, after printing and curing, exhibit high material strength,
optical transparency, and biocompatibility. These features make 3D-printed microfluidic chips ideal
for biomedical applications. However, for developing devices capable of long-term use, fouling—by
nonspecific protein absorption and bacterial adhesion due to the intrinsic hydrophobicity of most
3D-printed materials—presents a barrier to reusability. For this reason, there is a growing interest
in anti-fouling methods and materials. Traditional and emerging approaches to anti-fouling are
presented in regard to their applicability to microfluidic chips, with a particular interest in approaches
compatible with 3D-printed chips.
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1. Introduction

Microfluidic devices are widely used in numerous fields. Pertaining specifically to biotechnology,
microfluidic devices have been used for cancer screening [1–3], microphysiological system
engineering [4,5], high-throughput drug testing [6,7], and point-of-care diagnostics [8–10]. Within
the broad field of microfluidics, novel technologies have been reported, such as paper-based
microfluidics and three-dimensional (3D) printed devices. Each of these alternative methods addresses
different drawbacks of the conventional soft lithography fabrication of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS)
microfluidic devices. Using paper as a substrate alleviates the need for external pumps, in addition to
the added benefits of low-cost fabrication and disposability [11–16]. Three-dimensional (3D) printing
is a relatively new technique in microfluidics that offers rapid prototyping of a variety of materials,
enabling fabrication of high resolution molds, as well as direct fabrication of 3D-printed chips [17–24].
The latter is of particular interest, as microfluidic chips can be designed using computer aided design
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(CAD) software and printed with high resolution. Compared to the laborious fabrication involved
with PDMS chips, 3D-printed chips are low-cost, efficient, and highly customizable. Microfluidic
devices, of all forms and methods, are indispensable tools in biomedical engineering. Accordingly,
there is a need for reusable, long-term use of microfluidic chips for applications such as long-term
health monitoring. Efforts towards designing long-term use microfluidic chips can be aided by the
low-cost, high-throughput capabilities offered by 3D-printing.

Fostered by biomedical research, a transformation of the healthcare industry is imminent.
There is an unmet need for transformative technologies that are essential for enabling the shift from
hospital-centered, reactive care to proactive, person-centered care which focuses on individuals’
well-being [25]. Next-generation technologies are the vital factor in developing affordable and
accessible care, while also lowering the costs of healthcare. A promising solution to this challenge
is low-cost continuous health monitoring; this approach allows for effective screening, analysis, and
diagnosis and facilitates proactive medical intervention. In a study reported by Health Affairs, it was
shown that a 90% increase in specific preventative screenings back in 2006 would have saved more than
2 million lives without a significant increase in healthcare costs—in fact, a 0.2% decrease in costs was
estimated [26]. Not only does public health benefit, but savings in healthcare costs could be drastically
increased by further research focused on the development and implementation of preventative care
methods and tools. To support this much-needed approach, there is an impending demand for
low-cost, compact, and innovational technologies to perform routine health measurements across the
population. Microfluidic devices have a proven record for being effective analytical devices, capable of
controlling the flow of fluid samples, containing reaction and detection zones, and displaying results,
all within a compact footprint [27–30]. The next crucial step within microfluidic technologies is to
address the need for microfluidic chips capable of long-term use, with a particular interest in designing
microfluidic chips that can be embedded within sophisticated medical devices without the need for
replacement by the user [31,32].

A primary challenge in producing microfluidic devices for long-term use is the biofouling that often
occurs on the surface of integrated channels and features [33,34]. This phenomenon occurs due to surface
interactions between the walls of the channels and the biological sample flowing through the channels.
As a result, there is an accumulation of unwanted substances on the surface of the microfluidic channels,
thereby adversely affecting the performance of the device. Specifically, protein fouling, or nonspecific
protein absorption, is the cause of failure for many microfluidic devices [31]. Furthermore, once a protein
layer is formed, bacterial attachment and growth of biofilms is facilitated. To address the long-term
use of microfluidic devices, there has been a growing research interest in developing new anti-fouling
methods and materials [31,32,35–39]. If fouling can be reduced to miniscule levels, a device may be
considered reusable for the purpose of point-of-care, long-term health monitoring performed ex vivo.
Possible solutions for reducing or preventing biofouling have been explored, including dynamic coating
and chemical modification. Additionally, with the advent of 3D-printed microfluidic devices, there is a
newfound interest in studying the protein absorption of 3D-printed materials [40–42]. Directly associated
with protein absorption are possible anti-fouling techniques which may be implemented to improve the
surface properties of 3D-printed devices. With continued research, these anti-fouling methods applied
to 3D-printed microfluidic devices will work towards the future of reusable, long-term use, low-cost,
point-of-care biomedical devices. Herein, we assess the reusability of 3D-printed chips for biomedical
applications through a review of 3D-printed microfluidic fabrication techniques, 3D-printable materials,
and traditional and emerging anti-fouling methods and materials.

2. 3D-Printed Microfluidics

2.1. Fabrication Methods for 3D-Printed Microfluidics

There are several 3D printing techniques, including the following: fused deposition modeling
(FDM), stereolithography (SLA), photopolymer inkjet printing, selection laser sintering (SLS),
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binder deposition, laminated object manufacturing [19], two-photon polymerization (2PP), and
micromirror-controlled projection printing [20]. In FDM, depicted in Figure 1a, a thermoplastic
filament is fed through a nozzle [17,19,20,43]. Within the nozzle, rollers force the solid filament
through heaters which melt the filament prior to extrusion. The melted filament is then deposited
onto the print-bed where it solidifies post-extrusion. SLA 3D printers use light to cure layers of
photosensitive resin, as seen in Figure 1b [17,19,20,43]. The resin is cured by photopolymerization
caused by a laser or digital projector that is directed towards the surface of the resin by motorized
mirrors. SLA offers high resolution, as defined by the size of the laser spot and the type of resin.
Photopolymer inkjet printing, modeled in Figure 1c, also prints with a photosensitive polymer, but
functions on the concept behind inkjet printing: the liquid photopolymer is deposited onto the
print-bed by an inkjet printing head [17,19,20,43,44]. By printing layer-by-layer, each layer is deposited
and subsequently cured by UV light. Two powder-based 3D printing methods are SLS and binder
jetting. In SLS, a laser is used to thermally bind precursor polymer powders in a layer-by-layer
fashion [19,45]. In binder jetting, a liquid adhesive, or binder, is deposited by a print head onto a bed of
powder [19,43]. For both SLS and binder deposition, a roller is used to form layers of powder. Another
3D printing method used for microfabrication is 2PP, which uses a near-IR light with high peak power
within a UV-photopolymerizable resin. The photo-initiator within the resin absorbs one UV photon
and two near-IR photons, causing it to radicalize, thereby breaking its current monomer bonds and
forming polymer bonds [19,46,47]. In terms of application in microfluidic device fabrication, FDM,
SLA, and photopolymer inkjet printing are the most commonly implemented [18].

Figure 1. Schematic representation of 3D printing methods commonly applied in the fabrication of
microfluidic devices. (a) Fused deposition modeling (FDM) [48]: a solid filament is fed from an external
spool through the extrusion head, in which the filament is heated and extruded; (b) Stereolithography
(SLA) [49]: a laser is directed at a scanning mirror which focuses the laser on a pool of photo-sensitive
resin; (c) Photopolymer inkjet printing [50]: photopolymer material and support material are fed into
an inkjet printing head which deposits the material in layers while an attached UV lamp cures the
printed material. Illustrations courtesy of [48–50].
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2.2. Materials for 3D-Printed Microfluidics

Beyond the fabrication methods, another important aspect of 3D-printed microfluidic devices is
the material itself. Certain mechanical properties are very relevant to 3D printability, including the
elastic modulus and tensile strength of the post-printed material, and the viscosity of the pre-printed
material (Table 1) [17]. The elastic modulus is representative of the mechanical relationship between
stress and strain. The 3D-printed materials must withstand high internal pressures from the fluid
flow; due to the high fluid-induced stress, the resulting degree of strain is an important factor in
choosing a material [51]. Likewise, tensile strength also helps to characterize the mechanical properties
of the material in terms of the forces it can withstand. Additionally, the viscosity of the material
before printing (for resins) is an important factor in determining the printability and resolution of the
print. The material must be thin enough (low viscosity) to be precisely deposited in minute quantities
but must also be sufficiently thick (high viscosity) such that it does not spread, migrate, or deform
during the printing process. Viscosity also plays a role in the ease of cleaning the microfluidic channels
post-printing—a lower viscosity is preferred for easier and quicker emptying and rinsing of channels
and semi-enclosed geometries.

Additional material properties that are necessary for microfluidics include high optical
transparency, hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity, and biocompatibility (Table 1). Optical transparency
is extremely useful for microfluidic applications since visual observation and imaging are often
necessary. In particular, a transparent microfluidic chip allows for qualitative observations—a visual
check on proper fluid flow and reagent interactions—as well as quantitative, through-chip imaging
using either visible transmitted light or fluorescence detection. PDMS is widely used for microfluidic
device fabrication and has excellent transparency [52]. Several 3D-printable resins have comparable
transparency. However, these resins may suffer from fogginess or discoloration over time due to
excessive UV-light exposure after fabrication. In some cases, such as for Formlabs clear resin, a thin
layer of isopropyl alcohol, oil, or PDMS can be applied to the exterior surfaces of the printed chip to
facilitate transparency. Additionally, some commonly used materials in 3D printing exhibit natural
fluorescence due to the photo-initiators used for curing, contributing to fluorescent background noise,
which could be problematic in fluorescent imaging systems—a challenge which can be mitigated
by proper calibration of the imaging process [43,53,54]. Another important property of materials in
microfluidics is their intrinsic hydrophobicity or hydrophilicity. Hydrophobic surfaces are more prone
to suffering from fouling due to surface interactions, whereas hydrophilic surfaces can facilitate a
protective hydration layer [31,55]. Since practically all 3D-printable resins are hydrophobic, either
copolymerization, material grafting, or a surface treatment is necessary for anti-fouling purposes.
While it should not absorb or react with biological agents in the fluid sample, such as proteins or
bacteria, the material should be biocompatible. In biomedical applications, it is likely that living cells
may come into contact with the 3D-printed material. Fortunately, the majority of 3D-printable resins
are reportedly biocompatible or can be UV-treated to reduce cytotoxicity [20,40,56].

Table 1. Materials for 3D printing.

3D Printing Properties Important Properties for Microfluidics

Material/Example Elastic
Modulus (GPa)

Tensile
Strength (MPa)

Viscosity
(cps) Optical Transparency Hydro-Phobicity/Philicity Bio-Compatibility

Poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) (for

comparison) [52,57]
0.00132–0.00297 3.51–7.65 N/A High transparency

(standard) Hydrophobic Biocompatible

MakerBot polylactic
acid (PLA) [40,58,59] 3.368 56.6 N/A Semi-transparent Hydrophobic, easily

modified
Biocompatible,
biodegradable

MakerBot acrylonitrile
butadiene styrene

(ABS) [40,58]
1.807 28.5 N/A Opaque Hydrophobic Biocompatible

Formlabs proprietary
methacrylate
[40,43,60–62]

2.7 61.5 850–900 Transparent, discolors Hydrophobic N/A

Asiga PlasCLEAR
polypropylene/ABS

[43,63,64]
N/A 52.6 342 Semi-transparent N/A N/A
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Table 1. Cont.

3D Printing Properties Important Properties for Microfluidics

Material/Example Elastic
Modulus (GPa)

Tensile
Strength (MPa)

Viscosity
(cps) Optical Transparency Hydro-Phobicity/Philicity Bio-Compatibility

Stratasys Object
acrylates and acrylics

[19,43,65]
2–3 50–65 N/R Transparent, discolors Hydrophobic Biocompatible

3DSystems VisiJet
Clear Class [40,66–69] 0.866–2.168 20.5–49 150–260 Semi-transparent N/A Biocompatible

Somos WaterShed
XC [19,40,43,70–72] 2.77 50.4 260 Transparent, discolors Hydrophobic Biocompatible

MiiCraft acrylates
(BV-007 Clear
Resin) [43,73]

N/A N/A N/A Semi-transparent N/A Biocompatible available

DWS Lab Vitra 429 &
DS3000 [74] 1.38 32–35 600–850 Transparent N/A Short-term biocompatible

2.3. Benefits and Applications of 3D-Printed Microfluidics

Given the variety of fabrication methods and materials available for 3D printing, it is also
important to consider the benefits and applications of 3D-printed microfluidics. The conventional
method for fabricating microfluidic devices is soft lithography, which involves casting PDMS based on
a semi-3D mold [20]. A channel pattern, designed using CAD software, is used to fabricate a master
negative-mold. The mold is fabricated, most often by a photoresist process, consisting of spin coating
SU-8 on a wafer and exposing it to an ultraviolet source filtered by a photomask. The master mold is
then filled with PDMS, which is then allowed to cure. After curing, the PDMS is peeled away from
the master, cut into the shape of the desired device, and inlet ports are punched. The cast PDMS is
then oxygen plasma treated to improve adhesion to a glass substrate, resulting in the final microfluidic
device, in which one of the four channel walls is provided by the glass. This conventional fabrication
process is extremely time consuming, involves extensive manual operation, and requires new molds for
different designs [75–77]. Additionally, the channel height of traditional PDMS microfluidic chips cast
using soft lithography, determined by the material properties of the photoresist, is extremely limited.
Although photoresist-based molds can have a very high resolution, fabricating complex designs is
a tedious and exacting process, requiring photomasks to be perfectly aligned, to expose sequential
layers of photoresist [78]. Even with multiple layers of photoresist, three-dimensional PDMS chips are
not feasible, as 3D PDMS designs are produced by layering and thus cannot be arbitrarily complex.
Three-dimensional (3D) printing offers a solution to these challenges, yet it comes with its own unique
set of limitations [19]. The resolution achievable by 3D printing cannot match that of soft lithography.
Similarly, the smooth surface of PDMS cannot be recreated by 3D-printed materials. 3D printing can
be implemented in two ways: (1) to fabricate a mold, and (2) to directly print the device.

While conventional photoresist-based molds yield smoother surface topology and smaller feature
sizes, this method is often economically unfeasible, inaccessible, and involves a lengthy prototyping
process [79]. On the other hand, molds can be fabricated by 3D printing, which enables low-cost
production of more complex designs. Fabrication of PDMS microfluidic chips using 3D-printed master
molds provides many of the advantages of 3D printing fabrication while maintaining the desirable
material properties of PDMS, such as biocompatibility and gas permeability [17]. The mold benefits
from rapid prototyping techniques, reducing the overall cost and time required for fabrication and
enabling a simple method for printing new mold designs. Additionally, 3D-printed molds enable
considerably more complex channel geometries: circular cross-section channels [80], non-planar
channels such as helices and pillars [81], and even complex intermingling internal patterns supported
by sacrificial scaffolds which can be dissolved or melted away post-production [82–84].

Three-dimensional (3D) printing can also be implemented to directly fabricate microfluidic
devices. Rather than designing a negative-mold for the chip, the chip is printed using the 3D-printed
material. This method reduces fabrication costs, increases the speed of production, and is ideal for rapid
prototyping and low-cost microfluidic devices. Since the whole device is directly printed, 3D printing
eliminates the assembly steps required by conventional molding processes and allows for quick
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changes to the design, simply requiring a few hours for the new design to print. Another advantage of
progressing beyond mold-based fabrication is the ability to produce arbitrarily defined structures in a
fully 3D space, with no significant increase in fabrication complexity and time [78,85]. Furthermore, a
wide variety of microfluidic components can be fabricated by 3D printing, including passive, which
rely on external actuation or capillary forces, and active, which apply energy to manipulate fluid flow
components. Examples of passive 3D-printed components include a micromixer, gradient generator,
droplet generator, reaction zones, and check valves [17,86–89]. Active 3D-printed components which
have been demonstrated include active valves, flow switches, and pumps [17,54,70].

Fully-functional 3D-printed microfluidic chips have also been designed for biomedical applications
(Figure 2), such as a chip for inertial focusing and separation of bacteria [90], high-throughput drug
transport and cell viability testing [91], electrochemical detection [92], pathogen detection of bacteria
and viruses [93,94], biological assays and cell observations [95,96], and cancer assays and studies
on cell migration [97]. Figure 2a demonstrates a mixing scheme which has broad applicability to
high-throughput combinatorial testing applications, such as drug screening, biochemical assays,
lab-on-chip devices, and biosensors [98]. Figure 2b shows an bacteria detection device which separates
captured bacteria using inertial focusing [90]. The fabrication of this device’s complex helical geometry
and trapezoidal cross-section channels was only made possible by the capabilities of 3D printing.
Figure 2c depicts a single-valve 3D-printed microfluidic device which allows for the controlled
opening and closing of channels [70]. While soft-lithographic automation generally involves PDMS
layering, alignment, and bonding, the pictured device offers a rapid, prototyped alternative, which
is completely fabricated by stereolithography. Additionally, two-valve and four-valve switches have
also been demonstrated. Such actuated switches can be pivotal in microfluidic sample handling
for various assays. Figure 2d shows a three-dimensional microfluidic device built from identical,
individual elements [99]. As another example of enhanced control of fluid flow, these modular
3D-printed elements allow for a wide variety of fluidic circuits to be constructed. Figure 2e offers
an example of a 3D-printed mini-bioreactor (MBRA) for cultivating fecal microbial communities
to study epidemic Clostridium difficile strains [100]. The MBRAs used in this study benefitted from
the simple, high-throughput fabrication process offered by 3D printing. Figure 2f demonstrates
another 3D-printed microfluidic mixing device; however, instead of solely relying on two-dimensional
serpentines and splitters, the pictured device utilizes three-dimensional channel patterns to improve
the gradient generation [86]. Finally, Figure 2g,h detail a multi-material 3D-printed device for the
microphysiological study of cardiac tissues [101]. The functionality of the device relies on contractions
of cardiac tissue to deflect a cantilever substrate, thereby stretching an embedded strain gauge
which generates a resistance chance proportional to the stress of the tissue (Figure 2g). The device
itself was printed with multiple materials to form the cantilever base, strain gauge wire, wire cover,
tissue-guiding microfilaments, electrical leads, and surrounding wells. The inset images of Figure 2h
show (1) a confocal microscopy image of the immunostained cardiac tissues tested using this device,
(2) an image of an active cantilevered device, and (3) an example of the resistance signal from the
cantilever deflection. These examples demonstrate the wide applicability of 3D-printed microfluidics
to biomedical applications.
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Figure 2. Biomedical applications of 3D-printed microfluidic devices; (a) A combinatorial mixer
which generates four titrations of two dye solutions and produces combinatorial mixes of the dye
titrations to deliver sixteen mixture combinations into separate outlet microchannels (reproduced,
with permission, from [98]); (b) a helical-shaped 3D microfluidic device with trapezoidal-shaped
channels for the detection of pathogenic bacteria by inertial focusing (reproduced, with permission,
from [90]); (c) automated 3D-printed microfluidic single-valve device. Below are micrographs of the
valve unit in its open and closed states (reproduced, with permission, from [70]); (d) single-outlet
sub-circuit elements are connected to form a four-outlet mixer. Each sub-circuit element is identical,
constituted by a single inlet splitter (reproduced, with permission, from [99]); (e) example of a simple,
high-throughput mini-bioreactor array (MBRA) used for the cultivation of microbial communities
(reproduced, with permission, from [19,100]); (f) Three-dimensional gradient generator for the mixing
of two dyes, consisting of three levels of combining, mixing, and splitting (reprinted, with permission,
from [86], Copyright 2014 American Chemical Society); (g,h) instrumented cardiac microphysiological
device fabricated by multi-material 3D printing; (g) illustration of the working principles of the
microphysiological device; (h) images of the fully-printed device (reproduced, with permission,
from [101]).

3. Anti-Fouling Methods and Materials

3.1. Traditional Anti-Fouling Methods and Materials

Attributed to the hydrophobicity of PDMS, microfluidic devices fabricated using this traditional
material exhibit low wettability and are prone to biofouling from nonspecific protein and analyte
absorption and cell and bacterial adhesion [102]. To counteract the fouling, coatings aim to minimize
intermolecular forces and interactions between the surface and samples. Pertaining to protein fouling,
absorption into the substrate can be due to hydrogen bonding, electrostatic forces, charge-transfers,
or hydrophobic interactions [55].
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Considerable work has been done to create a hydrophilic PDMS surface with anti-fouling
properties [31,36]. Physical methods to accomplish this adaptation rely on changing the state of
the PDMS surface via physical processes. For instance, a coating material may be absorbed by the
PDMS by hydrophobic or electrostatic interaction. Alternatively, the surface can be treatment-activated
by plasma, ozone, or ultraviolet exposure. There are also chemical modification methods that have
been studied, such as covalent bonding between a coating material and the PDMS. Both physical and
chemical methods have their respective drawbacks—physical modification results in only temporary
anti-fouling, with the effectiveness decreasing over time, while chemical modification requires complex
processes with several reagents and procedural steps. Consequently, these methods may not be ideal
for commercialization, particularly for fabricating long-term use or low-cost devices, since they
are often ephemeral and laborious. Polymer chain length is an important factor when considering
anti-fouling mechanisms [31]. Protein resistance can be achieved by a hydration layer of short chain
length polymers, which forms due to the hydrophilicity of the short chains. In addition to forming a
hydrophilic hydration layer, long chain length materials have the added benefit of steric repulsion
from the flexible polymer chains. When tuning the protein resistance of a material, longer chain
lengths are therefore preferred since they exhibit both a hydration layer and steric repulsion. Beyond
hydrophilicity, anti-fouling mechanisms should be electrically neutral and should only have hydrogen
bond acceptors—no hydrogen bond donors [103].

A widely used anti-fouling surface treatment is a poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) or poly(ethylene
glycol) (PEG) coating. PEO and PEG are hydrophilic and nontoxic [104,105]. They can be added
as a coating on PDMS by physical or chemical absorption, direct covalent attachment, or graft
copolymerization. The addition of PEG chains to the surface of the microfluidic channels offers
anti-fouling capabilities due to a hydration layer and steric repulsion, the strength of which is dependent
on factors such as surface density and the length of the PEG chains [106–110]. Another class of materials
that has been demonstrated for anti-fouling purpose is zwitterions. Polyzwitterion-based coatings
have an equal amount of positively and negatively charged groups and thus exhibit electrical neutrality,
which is a desirable characteristic [31]. Zwitterionic materials are able to form thick hydration
layers by bonding with water molecules, forming a shield across the surface to prevent protein
absorption [111–116]. Other types of anti-fouling coatings to prevent the absorption of nonspecific
proteins include saccharide-based coatings [117–120], polyhydroxy-polymer-based coatings [121,122],
amide-containing-hydrophilic-polymer-based coatings [36,123,124], and fluorinated-polymer-based
coatings [125–128].

3.2. Emerging Anti-Fouling Methods and Materials

The numerous methods proposed for anti-fouling of PDMS suggest that reusable microfluidic
devices are plausible. However, other materials and methods are needed for anti-fouling coatings of
3D-printed microfluidic devices. Novel advancements from the Wyss Institute at Harvard University
have yielded SLIPS (Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces). SLIPS is an ultra-repellent, self-healing,
transparent surface coating for industrial and medical materials [129]. While most repellent surface
materials can repel aqueous substances, they often fail to repel other liquids, fail or degrade under
physical stress, cannot self-heal after repeated use, and may be very costly to implement [129–131].
The SLIPS technology relies on nano- and micro-structured porous material infused with lubricating
fluid [129]. The commonality between the traditional methods and materials described above and SLIPS
is the implementation of a lubrication or hydration layer. High optical transparency and compatibility
with a myriad of substrates are what differentiate SLIPS from other coatings. These features also make
SLIPS an ideal anti-fouling material for 3D-printed microfluidic chips for biomedical applications,
in addition to a variety of previously reported applications [130–133].

As a transparent, anti-fouling material, SLIPS was demonstrated for implementation on an
endoscope lens to prevent vision loss after repeated submersions in blood and mucus [37]. The coating
exhibited conformability, mechanical adhesion, high transparency, biocompatibility, and high resistance
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to fogging and fouling by bodily fluids (Figure 3a,b) [134,135]. These material characteristics were
attributed to the liquid-infused structure of the coating, which consisted of a porous silica particle
network infiltrated with various oils, such as silicone oil which is already used in a variety of
medical applications due to its biocompatibility and proven clinical performance [37,130,136–138].
By applying the coating to the lens, cleaning procedures in between uses of the endoscope were
unnecessary or, in the worst cases, reduced to ten-to-fifteen times shorter than for an untreated lens.
Additionally, the surface coating maintained a clear view through the lens, which is also extremely
important for 3D-printed microfluidic chips for diagnostic applications, as diagnostics often rely on
through-chip imaging.

As opposed to the stationary lens of an endoscope, in an environment with interfaces under flow,
such as the channels of a microfluidic chip, it is also important to consider the stability and longevity of
immobilized hydration layers as surface coatings. The surface hydration layer provides a low-adhesion
interface that deters the attachment of fouling materials. However, as fouling material-laden fluid
flows over the hydration layer, there is an increase in the instability of the interface [139]. Experimental
results and mathematical modeling by Howell et al. provided several important findings: (1) initial
conditioning to flush out excess lubricant from the surface reduces further losses; (2) surface structure
and lubricant viscosity do not cause significant differences in performance; and (3) the formation of an
air–water interface within the channel causes disruptions in the lubricant layer.

SLIPS technology has also been applied as a coating for medical materials that can effectively
suppress thrombosis, even under high-pressure and high-shear flow [35]. An anti-thrombogenic
surface coating was formed by covalently binding a flexible tethered perfluorocarbon (TP) layer on
the material surface, which was then coated by a layer of a liquid perfluorocarbon (LP). The resulting
bilayer is referred to as a tethered-liquid perfluorocarbon (TLP) surface. The TLP is capable of repelling
blood and preventing the adhesion of blood components and bacteria, thereby reducing thrombosis
without the need for anti-coagulants (Figure 3c). Even when subjected to a flowing fluid, the TP
maintains the LP hydration layer. The TLP is also simple to fabricate—virtually any substrate can be
modified by low-plasma surface modification, a procedure which is commonly used for the commercial
modification of materials and is independent of surface geometry and properties [140]. The TLP coating
is ideal for treating the surfaces of 3D-printed microfluidic channels as it is compatible with a large
variety of materials and exhibits anti-thrombogenic, anti-bacterial, and anti-fouling properties.

Another lubricant-infused coating that has been applied to polymeric biomedical devices is
a new, advanced type of the traditional fluorinated-polymer-based coatings. Badv et al. recently
demonstrated an omniphobic, lubricant-infused coating which was applied to catheters to prevent
thrombosis [141]. The proposed omniphobic coating functioned on a similar liquid lubricant concept
as SLIPS—a biocompatible liquid lubricant is held to the surface of the catheter to form an anti-fouling
coating. However, instead of forming a hydrophilic hydration layer as SLIPS aims to accomplish,
the coating developed by Badv et al. was based on a self-assembled monolayer (SAM) of hydrophobic
organosilanes which attenuates clotting. Recently, omniphobic, lubricant-infused coatings have
been developed as a new class of coatings created by tethering biocompatible, perfluorocarbon
lubricants onto SAMs of hydrophobic organosilanes [35,130]. In greater detail, fluorous molecules
can be physically adsorbed onto fluorous-containing surfaces, facilitated by the strong intermolecular
interaction between the fluorinated lubricant and the fluorosilane layer. Such omniphobic coatings are
excellent for resisting blood clot formation and are more effective than traditional anti-fouling methods,
such as PEG grafting, for blocking non-specific adhesion of cells and bacteria [142,143]. In addition
to the great effectiveness of omniphobic coatings, they are stable and durable when exposed to shear
stress [35,139].

A feature that sets the work of Badv et al. apart from other traditional omniphobic, fluorinated
-polymer-based coatings is the method of application. The most common technique for applying SAMs
of fluorine-based silanes is liquid phase deposition (LPD). LPD has a few notable drawbacks and
limitations. LPD is not commercially feasible due to the high volume of solvent waste that it produces
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which is harmful to the environment [144]. Another limitation is that the self-polymerization of silanes
in the liquid may prevent homogenous silane layer formation [145]. Additionally, LPD-treated surfaces
are likely to be exposed to impurities and reaction side products which may have detrimental effects
on the surface itself [144]. Conversely, the proposed surface coating was applied via chemical vapor
deposition (CVD), which has the following benefits: a simplified application process, a lesser effect
on the topography of the receiving substrate, and greater effectiveness. CVD was performed by
oxygen plasma treatment of the catheters, followed by silanization, and completed by the addition of a
biocompatible liquid lubricant.

Figure 3. Emerging anti-fouling methods and materials: SLIPS (Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous
Surfaces). (a,b) Evolution of the reduction in the visible area of an endoscope surface coated by SLIPS
as a function of the number of dips. Silicone oil of low viscosity (10 cSt) was used as the lubricating
liquid. Red corresponds to an uncoated endoscope, which fails immediately after a single dip. Green,
blue, and black correspond to three replicates of SLIPS coated endoscopes; (a) endoscope dipped in
whole porcine blood. Inset images show the visibility of the field of view at 70, 08, and 100 dips for
the poorest performing sample; (b) endoscope dipped in mucus. Insets show the visibility of a coated
endoscope after repeated dips compared to an untreated endoscope (reproduced, with permission,
from [37]). (c) Comparison of the repellency of a tethered-liquid perfluorocarbon (TLP) treated surface
to an untreated surface (reproduced, with permission, from [35]).

3.3. Anti-Fouling Methods Applied to 3D-Printed Materials

Biofouling from nonspecific protein and analyte absorption and cell and bacterial adhesion is not a
detriment of only PDMS; biofouling can occur on the surfaces of all microfluidic chips, of all materials.
While extensive work has been conducted to address the anti-fouling of PDMS, disproportionately
less work has been reported for 3D printing. Nonetheless, recent studies and reviews have considered
the biofouling of 3D-printed materials, demonstrating its significance and importance in the field.
The objective of a study done by Siddiqui et al. was to propose a strategy for developing, characterizing,
and testing 3D-printed feed spacers, both numerically by membrane fouling simulator (MFS) studies
and experimentally [42]. Although the biofouling of the 3D-printed device was not directly assessed,
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the results showed that a 3D-printed feed spacer was similar. Feed spacers are commonly used devices
in spiral-wound reverse osmosis and nanofiltration membrane systems to enhance water mixing and
to reduce biofouling. As reported by Baker et al., the surface of feed spacers is prone to the initial
deposition of fouling which can accumulate and spread [146]. Van Paassen et al. then showed that
biofouling accumulated on feed spacers causes an exponential increase in the pressure drop across
the membrane module containing the feed spacer [147]. To remedy the biofouling of feed spacers,
various solutions have been proposed [148,149]. More recently, researchers have focused on the surface
chemistry of the feed spacers. Multiple studies have considered anti-fouling coatings; however, these
are more likely to wear out over time [150–154]. The solution proposed by Siddiqui et al. considered
the native anti-fouling properties of 3D-printed materials. Their findings demonstrated the benefits of
3D-printing—feed spacers can be designed and printed with complex geometries to reduce the effects
of biofouling. This studied demonstrates an example of the importance and application of studying
the fouling of 3D-printed materials.

In reporting on the 3D printing of biopolymers for tissue engineering applications, Li et al.
discussed the biocompatibility of common 3D-printed materials, such as polycaprolactone (PCL),
poly-lactic acid (PLA), and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) [41]. While PCL and PLA are natively
biocompatible, ABS is not as ideally suited for biomedical applications. For this reason, there is
considerable interest in possible methods for modifying the surface of printed ABS to render it
hydrophilic and biocompatible. A traditional anti-fouling method which is compatible with a wide
variety of materials, including ABS and other 3D-printed materials, is surface modification by the
grafting of PEG [41,110]. As an alternative, McCullough and Yadavlli utilized an acetone solution to
transform a porous ABS device fabricated by fused deposition modeling into a water-tight microfluidic
device [155]. The acetone-treated microfluidic device retained the structural fidelity of microstructures
as small as 250 µm, while benefiting from improved water impermeability, hydrophilicity, and
biocompatibility. In addition to the acetone soaking, a traditional process of photo-induced PEG
grafting was performed to further facilitate the formation of a stable, biocompatible surface by reducing
biofouling behavior [155].

Anti-fouling methods have also been applied to 3D-printed molds for microfluidic device
fabrication. Villegas et al. utilized omniphobic, lubricant-infused coatings, similar to the previously
coating implemented by Badv et al., to fabricate 3D-printed molds for fabricating smooth PDMS
microfluidic channels [79,141]. While the use of 3D-printed molds for casting PDMS microfluidic
devices has been previously reported and described above, methods to improve the surface topology
of the mold have not been previously studied [81,82]. The surface topology of a 3D-printed mold is
likely to exhibit high variability and roughness, thereby increasing the difficulty of creating smooth,
defined microfluidic channels from the mold [80]. In the recent study by Villegas et al., they addressed
this challenge by investigating the use of lubricant-infused surfaces as a method for decreasing
surface roughness—in addition to the more common use of lubricant-infusion for creating omniphobic
slippery surfaces, which can be used in a multitude of applications including anti-biofouling.
In this particular study, the mold was 3D-printed using a multi-jet modeling printer equipped with
high-resolution nozzles [156]. The mold was then sonicated in ethanol and oxygen plasma treated
before a self-assembled monolayer of fluorosilane was applied by chemical vapor deposition. Finally,
a fluorocarbon lubricant was applied to form the smooth, lubricant-infused interface. This study,
therefore, demonstrated the compatibility of 3D-printed material with omniphobic lubricant-infused
coatings applied via chemical vapor deposition.

4. Conclusions

Microfluidic devices are invaluable tools in biomedical engineering. Microfluidics have a
proven record of being effective analytical and diagnostic devices. Presently, there is an ongoing
evolution in the field of microfluidics as researchers explore 3D printing as a viable fabrication method.
3D printing is revolutionizing the fabrication workflow of microfluidics. As opposed to the time-
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and resource-intensive process of soft lithography for PDMS chip fabrication, 3D printing offers a
low-cost, customizable platform for the direct fabrication of microfluidic chips. There are several 3D
printing methods, of which fused deposition modeling, stereolithography, and photopolymer inkjet
printing are applicable to 3D-printed microfluidic chips. Additionally, many materials are offered that
may be compatible, boasting features such as high mechanical strength post-printing, low viscosity
pre-printing, optical transparency, and biocompatibility.

The diagnostic capabilities of microfluidic chips and the benefits of 3D printing can be leveraged
to address the unmet need for the long-term use of microfluidic chips for biomedical applications, such
as for long-term health monitoring. Long-term, routine health monitoring has the capacity to improve
public health while also reducing healthcare costs. A noteworthy obstacle in developing long-term
diagnostic microfluidic chips is the fouling that is common on the surfaces of integrated microchannels
and features. Similar to traditional PDMS, 3D-printed resins are most often hydrophobic, which means
they are prone to surface interactions between the walls of the channels and the biological sample
flowing through the channels. The resulting accumulation of unwanted substances on the surface of
the microfluidic channels adversely affects the performance of the device. To combat fouling, there has
been a growing research interest in developing new anti-fouling methods and materials. Traditional
anti-fouling relies on chemical and/or physical surface modification. As an emerging solution, SLIPS
(Slippery Liquid-Infused Porous Surfaces) offers a transparent, durable and robust surface treatment
that can be applied to practically any surface, including the channels of a 3D-printed microfluidic chip.
Continued research and characterization will result in reusable 3D-printed microfluidic chips that are
low-cost, robust, transparent, and biocompatible.
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